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Follow the instructions below to update the EBX-12 BIOS to version 5.3.112.  

Background: 
EBX-12 BIOS version 5.3.112 includes the following enhancements: 

 Improved warm and cold reboot reliability when a CMOS reset operation is required.  
 Changed memory error beep code from 12 to 3 beeps. 
 Improved boot time. 

Normally, updating the BIOS on VersaLogic boards requires that only the Runtime BIOS be 
updated. However, the second and third enhancements above require that the Master BIOS be 
updated as well, which requires an extra unlocking step. It is recommended that you perform a 
full update, but if memory beep codes and boot time are not of concern in your application, you 
can update the Runtime BIOS only. 

Procedure: 
Complete the following steps.  

Note: This procedure will replace your current CMOS Setup settings with factory defaults. Take 
note of your CMOS Setup settings before you begin so you can restore them after the 
procedure. 

1. Set Up the EBX-12 Hardware 
To perform the field update, the following devices need to be connected properly to the EBX-12: 

 Keyboard 
 Display 
 Power supply 
 DOS-bootable floppy disk, hard drive, or other DOS-bootable media 

2. Download EBX12_R112.zip and Extract 
The following table lists the contents of the BIOS update ZIP file. 

File  Description  

FBU.EXE Flash BIOS Update utility.  

FBU166A.BIN  Unlocked master BIOS binary file.  

SE12R112.BIN  BIOS version 5.3.112 binary file.  

readme.txt  BIOS update instructions.  

a. Download the file EBX12_R112.zip. 
b. Unzip the file to a folder on your PC, such as C:\TEMP.  
c. Copy the extracted files to a DOS-bootable floppy disk or hard drive (or other DOS-

bootable media). 
d. If necessary, reboot and configure CMOS Setup to boot from the DOS-bootable drive 

that contains the extracted files. 
e. Reboot. 

http://www.versalogic.com/support/downloads/cobra/ebx12_r112.zip
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3. Unlock the Current Master BIOS 

a. After booting from the DOS floppy disk or other drive, enter the following command:  
 
     FBU -s fbu166a.bin 

 
The BIOS is automatically updated. (This will take about a minute.) When programming 
is completed, the message "Programming Successful" is displayed.  

b. Reboot.  
c. If necessary, reconfigure CMOS Setup again to boot from the DOS-bootable drive, and 

reboot. 

4. Program BIOS Version 5.3.112 

a. At the DOS prompt, enter the following command: 
 
     FBU -1mb se12r112.bin 

 
The BIOS is automatically updated. (This will take about a minute.) When programming 
is completed, the message "Programming Successful" is displayed.  
  

b. Power off the system. 
c. Power on the system and verify that the BIOS revision is 5.3.112 during the boot. 
d. Enter CMOS Setup and configure as desired. 

This completes the EBX-12 field update procedure. 
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